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The total cross section as a function of electron energy for recombination of electrons with room
temperature NO+ has been measured with a trapped ion technique. Measurements were made in the elcctron energy range 4045-4 eV with an energy resolution between 0.045 and 0.120 eV, and the cross sections, which showed some structure, ranged from 1.25 X IO-" c" at the lowest energy to 1.7 X 10-"cma
at thc highest energy. Similar measurements were made on Oz+, the species used to calibrate the appacatus geometry. A Maxwellian distribution of electron velocities was used with the measured cross sections to calculate rate constants, giving values extending to electron temperatures as high as 40.W0°K.
Comparison with previously measured rate coefficients at lower temperatures is quite satisfactory.

The high concentrations of NO+ and O*+in ionospheric
regions between 90 and 250 km and the important role played
by these ions in ianospheric modeling have led to an impressive number and variety of measurements and estimates
for the recombination coefficients of these ions with electrons.
The work has beea nicely overviewed by Bardrley and Biondi
[I9701 in their review on dissociative recombination.
The exccknt agreement between the O,+investigations of
Mehr and Biondi [ 1969)and those of Cunningham and Hobson
(19721 as well as other less extensive experiments [Sayers and
Kerr, 1957; Kasner and Biondi. 1968; Mahdnai et al., 1971;
Plumb et al., 19721 leads one to conclude that the recombination CoefEcient, for this ion are well known for 300°K 5;
T, S 4500°K.
The situation for NO+ is less satisfactory. Wellerand Biondi
[I9681 and Gunton und Shaw [€%SI varied total temperature,
and each measwed threc v u b of the recombination
coefficient for 200°K 5. T 5 450°K. thus obtaining agreement
within stated uncertainties with each other and with other
measurements [MaMavi et al.. 1971; Young and St. John.
19661made only at 300°K. At higher temperatures Stein et al.
[ 19641 and Lin and Teare [ 19631 obtained estimates of mombination at 2900" and 5000"K,respectively, in shock-heated
air under conditions for which NO+ was presumed to be the
major ion constitucat. There is a large uncertainty associated
with the measurements made at 2900" and 5000"K,thus leaving some doubt that one can reasonably estimate the recombination coefficient at temperatures greater than 450°K.
In this paper total recombination cross sections for NO+ as
a function of electron energy from 0.045 to 4 eV are reported.
From these data, rate coefficients are calculated for electron
temperatures extending up to 40,000"K, thus filling the gap
cited above.

Stein, 19731 and will be described in detail elsewhere. Briefly,
the ions are contained in a cylindrically symmetric Penningstyle quadrupole ion trap similar to the one described by
Byrne and Farago [1965]. Containment in the r - 8 plane is
achieved by using a large homogenous magnetic field B =
Bok, where Bo is usually 11.75 kG. Containment aiong the z
axis is achieved by applying an electrostatic potential of the
form Y = K($ - 223, which creates a harmonic well along the
z axis. Each ion species has its own characteristic Z oscillation
frequency given by
wz = {41',,(q/m)[1/(R0*

+ 2Z07111'*

(1)

where q / m is the charge to mass ratio, V, the voltage applied
between the ring and the end caps, and Re = 0.625 cm and Zo
= 0.385 cm are the inside dimensions of the trap. With Vo =
1 V the normal well depth of 0.4 V is achieved.
The residence lifetime of ions in the trap ranges from
minutes to hours, depending on species, and is limited by
reactions with the background gas. Particularly inert ions like,
NH,+ live as long as 24 hours, thus demonstrating that diffusion from the trap is very slow. For NO* the residence time
was about 40 min. Representative vibrational decay times of
the XIZ+state of NO+ are 73 ms for the 0-1 transition and 38
ms for the 1-2 transition (F. P. Billingsley, unpublished
manuscript, 1974). so that one seems to. be assured that the
XIZ+ ions a n in the ground vibrational level by the time
recombination measurements commence about 600 s after
formation. Lifetimes of the a%+ excited electronic state of
NO+ do not seem to be known, but comparison of analogous
transitions in the isoelectronic molecules N, [Zipf: 19691 and
CO [hderson. 19711 leads one to expect lifetimes of a few
seconds or less. One might then expect that only XIZ+ electronic states will be populated, but to insure this, NO+ ions
are formed by dectron bombardment of NO with electrons of
EXPERIMENT
only I4-eV energy, less than enough to make a'E+ ions. In
Basically, the method used here is to introduce an electron 0,' the vibrational lifetimes do not Seem to be known but
beam of known energy into a cloud of trapped ions whose may be expected to be 10*-lOT s if they are typical of
number is measurable. The depletion rate of the ions is qwn- homonuclear species [Butes und Poots. 19531. Collisional
titatively related to recombination.
relaxation times are not. well known for ion-neutral and ionThe ion storage technique used is an outgrowth of earlier ion collisions, but Takayanagi [I9641 predicts about 3 X 10's
work on stored electrons [Dehmelt and Walls. 1%8; WuNs and for 02+
relaxation on O2 for the densities encountered here
(-IO-'! torr). It thus appears that O,+ vibrational populations will be those characteristic of the formation process.
Copyright 0 1974 by the American Geophysical Union.
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The dII. electronic state of Or+is expected to be long lived
with an unknown lifetime, but the analogous transition to'the.
ground state in NO has a lifetime of 0.16 s [LeFebure-&ion
and Guerin. 19681, so that electronic states probably should
have decayed by the time of a measurement. In the case of
Oz+,ions were created by the bombardment of 0,by electrons of both 14 and 33 eV, and a difference in recombination
was found, as is discussed later.
After the ions are created in the trap, as is discussed above,
Coulomb collisions between ions establish a Maxwellian distribution of kinetic energies in 10-as. Evaporation from the
trap and other interactions cause the ions to cool down to
room temperature in several minutes. The useful ion population is limited by space charge to about 10' ions, corresponding to a density of about IO%"/.
0 + NO*
NEUTRALS
The ions are nondestructively detected by measuring the
ELCCTRW LNLROY ~ 0 4 5 ~
noise power in the image currents to om end of the trap
[Dchmdt und Wdfs, 1%8], induced by their thermal motion
in the axial harmonic well. Individual ion species are manifest
as peaks in the noise power spectrum at the 2 oscillation frequencies oz given in (1). The area under a peak is proportional to the product of ion number N 1and temperature T,.If
either N, or TI is effectively constant over the time of an exlob
200
400
600
800
lo00
periment, then one can investigate any phenomenon that can
TIME (aoc)be coupled to the other parameter. A phenomenon that
Fig. 1. Recombination data for NO+ at an electron energy of
couples to T,with constant N, is cyclotron resonance, which
0.045 eV. The data fmm 500 to 700 s show the decay of ion signal in
gives a q/ M resolution of two parts in 10' and has been used the presence of electrons. Measurements at ,other times demonstrate
to establish definitely the identity of Or+and NO+ in these residual decay mwhanisms.
measurements.
Electrons are introduced into the trap from either of two where i. is the electron current, 1. id the time that the current is
SOUFCCCS. In the first dource, the low-resolution gun, electrons
on in the trap, N, and'N; are the number of ions before and
from an indirectly heated cathode are accelerated through a after introducing ekct?hns, respectivdy, and A ' is a geometric
series of apertures into the trap with trajectories along the quantity depending on the overlap of the elqctron beam with
magnetic field lines. The second source, a high-resolution gun, the ion cloud.
is a trochoidal monochromator similar to that described by
Quantities in (2) are all readily measurable except for A',
Stumutouit and Schdz [1970]. Electron energies and energy
which in a simple gc6metric md,elini is just the area of the
distributions are determined by retarding potential
ion cloud as Seen by-theeldrop' beam. This quantity may be
measurements ma& by varying the potential of the electron estimated on the basis of such modeling but only to within a
gun relatiw to that of the trap. This procedure datamines fvtor of 2 or 3. An alternative procedure is to measure A,' by
only the energy associated with velocities along the z axis. measuring quantities in (2) for a proass &here u is known.
Measurementson the low-resolution gun used for most of the The prdcess chosen to use in a measurement of A' is recomrecombination measurements h m indicate an axial energy bination with Oz+, w h m in fact u is not known bpt, the
distribution about 0.110 CY wide with a fairly long high- recombination coefl'icient,
energy tail. The high-resolution gun used for measurements
on NO+ from 0.04s to 0.200 eV gives a beam with an axial
distribution about 0.03 eV wide. Testa and modding have led
us to condude that for the low-resolution gun, up to 0.045 eV has been well measured by a number of investigators, as was
.could be associated with velocities perpendicular to thez axis.
noted in the introduction. Tn this quation, AD)is the MaxThe corresponding value for the high-resolution gun is 0.010 wellian distribution of electron velocities u. Thus cross SCCeV. In using either gun the electron energy is both shifted and tions measured for OZ+,as was dona in (2), are used in (3) to
broadened by about 0.015 eV, owing to variation of the calculate the cr, which arc in turn compared with measured
potential in the trap where the ions are encountered.
values of the recombination coefficientto determine A ' . The
The data on recombination were taken by first measuring value SO determihed is about 1.9 times the value estimated
the integral under a given q / M peak relative to the from a simple geometric model.
background level vmw time in the absence of electrons. This
Except for small corrections due to different cyclotron radii
measurement yields, the natural decay period T,, or ion
the value of A ' is not expected to vary significantly from one
residence time in the trap. Electrons at a well-ddined energy ion species to another If creation conditions are the same. For
are then run through the trap until a measurable number of NO+ and Or+,
this correction is negligible. However, the elecions is lost, after which I, is again measured. Figure 1 shows tron beam from the trochoidal monochromator has a
such a recombination measurement on NO+ at an electron
different overlap with the ion cloud than does the lowenergy of 0.045 eV. This process is repeated a number of.times resolution beam that was used to measure A'. Therefore in an
at different electron energies, and the cross section is overlapping range (100-200 mev) points were taken in NO+
calculated from
with both guns to determine the new overlap A" of the highresolution gun.
@ = (e/i&'[(l/te)
In (NI/&)
(l/T,)]
(2)
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' verFig. 3. The solid curves represent the rate coefficient for 0
sus electron temperature calculated from the dashed curve ap-

proximation to data in Figure 2. The two curves above 20,000"K
show the effect of continuing the cross section in Figure 2 as a conFig. 2. Measured recombination cross section versus electron stant value above 8 eV (upper curve) O r dropping it to zero at 8 eV
energy for 02+.
rons produced by 14- and 33+v electron impact on 0, (lower curve). The error bars have in some cases been moved horizonare represented by solid and open circles, respectively. The dashed tally (Indicated by slanted dashed lines) to keep from obscuring adbcurve was used in equation (3) to obtain a calculated rate coefficient ' cent Points.
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RESULTSAND DISCUSSION
Cross-section results for 0,' are shown in Figwe 2. The
peak at about 1.5 eV is thought to be due to the Opening Of a
new final state channel for ,recombination. However, the
repulsive levels of Os+are not known well enough for US to
make.even a tentative channel iqentification. At 2 eV and
above, the shape of the dissoci4tive.recombination Cross settion is distinctly different, depending upon whether the ions
were initially created by bombarding 0, with 14eV electrons
(solid circles) or with 33-eV electrOnS (open Circles). In the
case of the 33-eV electron bombardment much of the Ox+is
probably formed by cascade from excited dectrcmic States of
o,+to high vibrational levels of the ground xn, state{This
experiment. However, as wqs noted there, one. cannot
positively rule out contributions'from the u'n, state, since the
lifetime of this state may be much longer than that guessed.
Rate coefficients calculated by substituting the measured
cross section into (3) are shown in Figure 3. For this calculation the measured values are approximated by the dashed
curve in Figure 2. The data have been adjusted to determine
the overlap A '. as was discussed in the section on the experiment. To compute a from (3). it was necessary toextrapolate
u from the lowest-energy value given in Figure 2 t o zero
energy. The way to do this correctly is not known, although it
is suggested (J. N. Bardsley, private communication, 1973)
that at some energy the cross section must go to zero energy
as u
,!?I.
For simplicity we have used various extrapolations of the form u -, E-" for 1 I; n I 1.4, and
calculated rate coefficients a,( i") were determined for each
case. The curve shown was chosen as the best fit of a,(T) to
the above measurements and was obtained with n = 1.16 as is
indicated by the dashed line from 0 I to 1.2 eV in Figure 2.
The value of a, (2000OK) was found to be relatively insensitive to the chosen value of n as well as to the shapeof the
cross section above 2 eV, and so 200O0K was chosen as the
temperature at which A ' was determined from (2) and (3)' The
uncertainty in A ' is estimated as 15% corresponding to an uncertainty of lt0.15 in the choice of n. The values of a,(T) at

-

'

very high temperature also depend upon how the cross section
behaves past the last measured point in Figure 2. This is illustrated in Figure 3, where the upper curve above 15,000"K
is obtained by continuing the Cross sections as a constant
above 8 eV, whereas the IQWercurve is obtained by dropping
it to 0 abve
8 e ~ values
.
o f a detcrmin& by other workers
are shown in Figure 3 and are seen to be in impressive agreement with one another. Calculated a , ( from
~
the present
data agree satisfactorily with these other measurements over
the entire temperature range.
The recombination cross section for NO+ is shown in
Figure 4. Ions were formed from the bombardment of NO by
electrons.
14-e~
was discussed
it is,assum& that in
the long tima (* 10 min) between the ion formation and the
beginning of a measurement, all ion? have decayed to the
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structure in the cross section at about 0.2, 0.4, and 1 eV are it is questionablewhether conclusions should be drawn about
taken as evidence that a number of final state channels are in- the role of vibrational excitation of NO+ in the recombination
volved in the recombination. Flags on the points represent a process.
standard deviation of a measurement and are shown only for
Two theoretical calculations of the rate coefficient as a
representative points. There is also an uncertainty in the or- function of electron temperature for recombination of electrons with NO+ are also displayed in Figure 5. The work of
dinate of f20W from the determination of A'.
Rate constants for NO+ were calculated by using the Burrisley [1968], and BarkfeyundBIondi [1970], shown by the
dashed line in Figure 4 in (3) and are shown in Figure 5. The dashed curve labeled B, used spectroscopic data to deduce
dependence of a,(T) upon the way the cross section is ex- potential curves and took into account the BII and B'M
trapolated to zero energy is exemplified by curves 1 and 2 in states. The work of Michels [I9733 is shown by the dotted
Figure 5. Curve I was obtained by extrapolating the cross seccurve. He made ab initio calculations of the BII, B'M, and
tions to zero energy as E-8tz,as is indicated by the dashed line %+I electronic states and took them into account in his
between 0.04 and 0.2 eV in Figure 4. Curve 2 was obtained by recombination calculation. Since Michels also extrapolated
extrapolating the cross section as
down to 0.01 eV and his cross sections as 1/E below 0.01 eV, they are in that sense
then changing the slope to 1/E the rest of the way to zero analogous to curve 2 of Figure 5. More recent calculations
energy. Curves 3 and 4 show the effects of continuing the (H. H. Michels, private communication, 1973) include more
cross sections to high energy as a constant or dropping states and predict a compositecross section with a shape quite
sharply as 1 / F , respectively, past the last measured point at 4 similar to that in Figure 4.
eV.
Uncertainties in the measurements stem from several
Direct rate coefficient measurements of others [Mahdaui et
sources. The precision of a single cross-section measurement
a/.. 1971; Weller and Biondi, 1968; Gunton and Shaw, 1965; is typically i209b.The accuracy of the measurement is limited
Young and St. John, 1966; Stein et d.,1964, Lin and Teare.
by the uncertainty of I5 25% in the overlap A'. The uncer19631, where total temperature is varied, are shown in the tainty in the enetgy scale of the low-resolution gun is from
plot. Differences in rate coefficients arising because of the - IO to f 4 5 meV and is primarily due to uncertainties in the
difference between electron temperature and total
amount of energy in the perpendicular motion of the elecctemperature probably would not show up below a few thou- trons. For the trochoidal monochromator the uncertainty is
sand degrees, where vibrational excitation of the ion becomes f IO meV. We have analyzed the Os+data with both 0 and 45
significant. The position of the Stein et al. and Lin and Teare meV in the 'perpendicular energy' and have obtained the
data points below the present results is not atypical of the same value of overlap A ' when appropriate path length corpredictions of O'Malley [ 19691, Burdsley [1968], or Burdsley rections [Tuylor et al., 19741 werc also made. The overlap A"
und Biondi (19701 when vibrational excitation of the ions is would, however, be increased about 40% if one assumed as
important. However, when the large uncertainties in these much as 45 meV of the perpendicular energy to be present.
two high-temperature measurements are considered, they are .. Roughly, this would have the effect of inmasing a,(NO+) by
not really in strong disagreement with the present results, and 40% below about 1000'K.
Comparison of these experimental results with previous
results has been limited in this paper to comparison of m e
cocfticicnts, since there an no other direct measurements of
cross sections. Comparison with calculated cross sections
should be particularly interesting when they become
available, since evidence of individual state contributions to
the process seems to be evident in the data and should be interpretable with complementary calculations.
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